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ABSTRACT
We present Scout, a communication system leveraging TV whites-
paces to support robust and high–speed streaming services. Scout
uses two key techniques to improve video performance. First, it
extends network coverage through an asymmetric network archi-
tecture where whitespace transceivers are used for the downlink
direction while a cellular path is used for the uplink. Scout further
leverages some unique opportunities that arise in vehicular systems.
In particular, it sends a front radio to lookahead and identify the
best channel parameters when the rear radio eventually reaches the
forward post. We demonstrate the performance of Scout by using
a single base station to stream a high–quality video to a vehicle
driving along a 1.3km road stretch.
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1. DESCRIPTION
Video streaming is a vital on-board service that enables diverse

road safety and infotainment applications for passengers. In this
work, we explore using the emerging TV whitespaces spectrum for
this purpose. This is not only because of the abundant spectral
resource available for feeding the bandwidth-hungry video appli-
cations, but also for its excellent propagation characteristics espe-
cially suited for streaming to moving vehicles. To efficiently uti-
lize TV whitespaces, we have recently developed a system called
Scout [2] that consists of two key ideas.
(i) An asymmetric design for coverage improvement: Scout com-
municates the downlink traffic (usually the dominant fraction) pri-
marily over the whitespace path while sending the uplink traffic
primarily over existing cellular path as shown in Figure 1(a). The
motivation of this design comes from the asymmetric transmission
power limit in TV whitespaces. That is, the mobile client is al-
lowed to transmit at much lower power–100mW compared to the
static base station allowed to–4W. The ubiquitous cellular connec-
tivity allows Scout to circumvent the “weak” whitespaces uplink,
in turn extending the coverage of each base station to a maximum.
(ii) A scouting radio for channel estimation: The operation of the
asymmetric network is plagued by the high feedback latency in the
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Figure 1: Scout design: (a) asymmetric architecture; (b) illustration
of the “scouting” radio.

cellular uplink. The delayed feedback leads to poor transmission
decisions by the base station. To tackle this problem, Scout uses a
scouting radio mounted at the head of the vehicle (Figure 1(b)) to
“scout” the likely channel condition at the future reception location
of the rear radio. By the time the rear radio reaches the same loca-
tion l, the base station can use the channel observation previously
made by the front radio at l to choose better transmission parame-
ters for the rear radio. Built upon this estimation framework, we use
multiple transmission techniques, i.e., rate adaptation, inter-packet
FEC and traffic duplication, to enhance video delivery.
Video streaming using Scout: We showcase the video perfor-
mance of Scout in [1] by streaming a high–quality (1080p) video
from YouTube to a vehicle driving along a 1.3km road stretch. The
setup consists of one base station and one mobile client. The base
station is mounted atop a 8-floor building. It is equipped with an
Ethernet connection for fetching video traffic from Internet and re-
laying it over the asymmetric network. It achieves extensive down-
link coverage of several kilometers by using a whitespaces radio, a
high-gain power amplifier, and directional antennas. As the mobile
client, we mount two whitespaces radios on the vehicle for receiv-
ing downlink traffic, while using a 3G cellular card for uplink com-
munications. The video playback over Scout is interruption–free.
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